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Abstract. We present a fast algorithm for sorting on a linear array with a reconfigurable pipelined bus system (LARPBS), one of the recently proposed parallel architectures based on optical buses. Our algorithm sorts
numbers in
(log
log log ) worst-case time using
processors. To our knowledge, the
previous best sorting algorithm on this architecture has a running time of (log 2 ).
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in optical and opto-electronic technologies indicate that optical interconnects can be used effectively in massively parallel computing systems involving
electronic processors [1]. The delays in message propagation can be precisely controlled in an optical waveguide and this can be used to support high bandwidth pipelined
communication. Several different opto-electronic parallel computing models have been
proposed in the literature in recent years. These models have opened up new challenges
in algorithm design. We refer the reader to the paper by Sahni [8] for an excellent
overview of the different models and algorithm design techniques on these models.
Dynamically reconfigurable electronic buses have been studied extensively in recent years since they were introduced by Miller et al. [3]. There are two related
opto-electronic models based on the idea of dynamically reconfigurable optical buses,
namely, the Array with Reconfigurable Optical Buses (AROB) and the Linear Array
with Reconfigurable Pipelined Bus Systems (LARPBS). The LARPBS model has been
investigated in [2, 4–6] for designing fast algorithms from different domains. There are
some similarities between these two models. For example, the buses can be dynamically
reconfigured to suit computational and communication needs and the time complexities
of the algorithms are analyzed in terms of the number of bus cycles needed to perform
a computation, where a bus cycle  is the time needed for a signal to travel from end
to end along a bus. However, there is one crucial difference between these two models.
In the AROB model, the processors connected to a bus are able to count optical pulses
within a bus cycle, whereas in the LARPBS model counting is not allowed during a
bus cycle. In the LARPBS model, processors can set switches at the start of a bus cycle
and take no further part during a bus cycle. In other words, the basic assumption of the
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AROB model is that the CPU cycle time is equal to the optical pulse time since the
processors connected to a bus need to count the pulses. This is an unrealistic assumption in some sense since the pulse time is usually much faster than the CPU time of an
electronic processor. On the other hand, the LARPBS model is more realistic since the
basic assumption in this model is that the bus cycle time is equal to the CPU cycle time.
Sorting is undoubtedly one of the most fundamental problems in computer science
and a fast sorting algorithm is often used as a preprocessing step in many other algorithms. The first sorting algorithm on the LARPBS model was designed by Pan et al.
[7]. Their algorithm is based on the sequential quicksort algorithm and runs in O(log N )
time on an average and in O(N ) time in the worst case on an N processor LARPBS.
To our knowledge, the best sorting algorithm for this model is due to Pan [4]. His algorithm sorts N numbers in O(log2 N ) worst-case time. We present an algorithm for
sorting N numbers in O(log N log log N ) time on an LARPBS with N processors. Our
algorithm is based on a novel deterministic sampling scheme for merging two sorted
arrays of length N each in O(log log N ) time.

2 Fast sorting on the LARPBS
We refer the reader to [2, 5, 6] for further details of the LARPBS model. The measure
of computational complexity on an LARPBS is the number of bus cycles used for the
computation and the amount of time spent by the processors for local computations.
A bus cycle is the time needed for end to end message transmission over a bus and
assumed to take only O(1) time. In most algorithms on the LARPBS model, a processor
performs only a constant number of local computation steps between two consecutive
bus cycles and hence the time complexity of an algorithm is proportional to the number
of bus cycles used for communication.
We use some basic operations on the LARPBS in our algorithm. In a one-to-one
communication, a source processor sends a message to a destination processor. In a
1
broadcasting operation, a source processor sends a message to all the other N
processors in an LARPBS consisting of N processors. In a multicasting operation, a
source processor sends a message to a group of destination processors. In a multiple
multicasting operation, a group of source processors perform multicasting operations.
A destination processor can only receive a single message during a bus cycle in a multiple multicasting operation. In the binary prefix sum computation, each processor in
an LARPBS with N processors stores a binary value, with processor Pi ; 1  i  N
storing the binary value bi . The aim is to compute the N prefix sums Si ; 1  i  N ,
where Si = ij =1 bj .
Suppose each processor in an N processor LARPBS is marked either as active or
as inactive depending on whether the processor holds a 1 or a 0 in one of its registers
Ri . Also, each processor holds a data element in another of its registers Rj . In the
ordered compression problem, the data elements of all the active processors are brought
to consecutive processors at the right end of the array, keeping their order in the original
array intact.
The following lemma has been proved by Li et al. [2] and Pan and Li [5].
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Lemma 1. One-to-one communication, broadcasting, multicasting, multiple multicasting, binary prefix sum computation and ordered compression all can be done in O(1)
bus cycles on the LARPBS model.
Given a sequence of N numbers k1 ; k2 ; : : : ; kN , the sorting problem is to arrange
these numbers in nondecreasing order. Our sorting algorithm on the LARPBS is based
on the well known sequential merge sort algorithm. We use an algorithm for merging
two sorted arrays of length N each in O(log log N ) time on an LARPBS with N processors. We now give some definitions and properties which are necessary for designing
our merging algorithm.
2.1 Definitions and properties
Suppose we have two arrays L = fl1 ; l2 ; : : : ; lN g and R = fr1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rN g
each having N elements and each sorted according to ascending order. We assume for
simplicity that all the elements in L [ R are distinct. It is easy to modify our algorithm
for the case when an element may occur multiple times. For an element li 2 L, we
denote its predecessor and successor in L by pred(li ) and succ(li ). Successors and
predecessors are denoted similarly for an element in R.
The rank of li in L is its index i in the array L and denoted by rankL(li ). Similarly,
the rank of ri in R is its index i in the array R and denoted by rankR (ri ). The rank of
li in R, denoted by rankR (li ), is rankR (rj ) of an element rj 2 R such that rj < li
and there is no other element rk 2 R such that rj < rk < li . Sometime we will write
rankR (li ) = rj by abusing the notation.
Similarly, the rank of ri in L, denoted by rankL (ri ), is rankL(lj ) of an element lj in
L such that lj < ri and there is no other element lk 2 L such that lj < lk < ri . For an
element lm 2 L, the rank of lm in L [ R is denoted by rank(lm ). The following lemma
is a direct consequence of definitions of these three kinds of ranks.
Lemma 2. For an element lm 2 L; 1  m  N , rank(lm ) =rankL(lm )+ rankR (lm ).
Similarly, for an element rn 2 R; 1  n  N , rank(rn ) = rankR (rn ) + rankL(rn ).
It is clear from Lemma 2 that if we compute rankR (li ) for each element li 2 L,
we can compute rank(li ). Note that, we already know rankL (li ) since L is already
sorted and rankL (li ) is simply the index i. Similarly, if we compute rankL (rj ) for each
element rj 2 R, we can compute rank(rj ). We refer to these two problems as ranking
of L in R and ranking of R in L.
We do the ranking of L in R recursively in several stages. When every element in L
is ranked in R, we say that L is saturated. Consider a stage when L is still unsaturated.
In other words, some elements in L are already ranked in R and some are yet to be
ranked.
Definition 3 Consider two consecutive ranked elements lm and ln , m < n. All the
elements between lm and ln , i.e., succ(lm ); : : : ; pred(ln ) are unranked and these elements are called the gap between lm and ln and denoted by Gap(lm ; ln ).

Definition 4 Consider two consecutive ranked elements lm and ln in L. Suppose, rankR
and rankR (ln ) = rq . The elements succ(rp ); : : : ; rq are collectively called
the cover of Gap(lm ; ln ) and denoted as Cover(lm ; ln ). See Figure 1 for an illustration.
(lm ) = rp
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Figure 1. Illustration for gap and cover.

Lemma 5. For an element li 2 Gap(lm ; ln ), either rankR (li ) =rankR (lm ) or rankR (li )
= rm such that, rm 2Cover(lm ; ln ).
Definition 6 For two ranked elements lm ; ln
Gap(lm ; ln ) is non-empty.
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L, if ln = succ(lm ), we say that

Definition 7 Consider a non-empty gap Gap(lm ; ln ) and its Cover(lm ; ln ). We say
that Gap(lm ; ln ) has an empty cover if rankR (lm ) = rankR (ln ), i.e., if lm and ln are
ranked at the same element in R.
The following two lemmas are crucial for our algorithm.
Lemma 8. If Cover(lm ; ln ) is the non-empty cover for Gap(lm ; ln ), an element rj
Cover(lm ; ln ) must be ranked in Gap(lm ; ln ).
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Lemma 9. If Gap(lm ; ln ) and Gap(lo ; lp ) are two arbitrary and distinct non-empty
gaps in L, then Gap(lm ; ln ) \ Gap(lo ; lp ) = ;. Similarly, if Cover(lm ; ln ) and
Cover(lo ; lp ) are two arbitrary and distinct non-empty covers in R, then Cover(lm ; ln )
\ Cover(lo ; lp ) = ;.
We assume that thep
sorted sequences L and R have N and M elements respectively.
First, we choose every N -th element, i.e, the elements lpN ; l2pN ; : : : ; lpN pN from
L. We denote the set flpN ; l2pN ; : : : ; lpN pN g as SampleL. Similarly, we choose

the elements rpM ; r2pM ; : : : ; rpM pM from R and denote this set of elements as
p
p
SampleR . Note that there are N elements in Sample
L and M elements in SampleR .
p
The elements lipN (resp. ripN ), 1  i  N in SampleL(resp. SampleR ) impose
a block structure on the sequence L(resp. R). Consider two consecutive elements lipN
and l(i+1)pN in SampleL. The elements fsucc(lipN ); : : : ; l(i+1)pN g are called the i-th
block in L imposed by SampleL and denoted by BlockL
i . The superscript L indicates
that it is a block in the sorted sequence L. The elements lipN and l(i+1)pN are called
th block BlockR imposed by two
the sentinels of BlockL
i . Similarly, we define the j
j
p
p
consecutive elements rj M and r(j +1) M of SampleR .
Consider the ranking of SampleL in SampleR . When an element lipN 2SampleL
is ranked in SampleR , we denote this rank by a superscript S , i.e., rankSR (lipN ). Note
that, rankSR (lipN ) is only an approximation of the true rank rankR (lipN ) of lipN in R.
Assume that for two consecutive elements lkpN and l(k+1)pN in SampleL, rankSR
p
p
p
p
(lkpN ) = rmpM and rankS
R (l(k+1) N ) = rn M , where rm M and rn M are
two elements in SampleR . In the following lemma, we estimate the true ranks of the
elements in BlockL
k in R.

p
Lemma 10. If an element lr 2 L is in BlockL
k , i.e., in between the two elements lk N
R
R
R
p
and l(k+1) N , lr must be ranked in Blockm [ Blockm+1 [ : : : [ Blockn , i.e., in
Cover(lkpN ; l(k+1)pN ).
2.2 An O (log log N ) time merging algorithm on the LARPBS
A variant of the following lemma has been proved by Pan et al. [7].
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Lemma 11. Given two sorted sequences A and B of length N each, all the elements
of A can be ranked in B in O(1) bus cycles on an LARPBS with N processors.
Our algorithm is recursive and at every level of recursion, our generic task is to set
up appropriate subproblems for the next level of recursion. In the following description,
we explain how all the subproblems associated with Gap(lm ; ln ) and Cover(lm ; ln ) are
0
set up for the next level of recursion. We assume that Gap(lm ; ln ) has N elements and
0
Cover(lm ; ln ) has M elements.
Step 1.
p
We take a sample from Gap(lm ; ln ) by choosing every N 0 -th element from Gap
(lm ; ln ). We denote this sample by SampleL (Gap(lm ; ln )) Similarly, we take a sample
p
from Cover(lm ; ln ) by choosing every M 0 -th element from Cover(lm ; ln ) and denote
it by SampleR (Cover(lm ; ln )). We explain how to take the sample from Gap(lm ; ln ).
The sample from Cover(lm ; ln ) is taken in a similar way.
First, each processor holding an element in Gap(lm ; ln ) writes a 1 in one of its
0
registers. Next, a parallel prefix computation is done in one bus cycle to get N , the
total number of
p elements in Gap(lpm; ln0 ) in the processor holding ln . This procesN to all the processors in Gap(lm ; ln ). We assor computes N 0 and broadcasts
p
sume for simplicity that N 0 is an integer. Eachpprocessor in Gap(lm ; ln ) determines
whether its prefix sum is an integer multiple of N 0 and marks itself as a member of

SampleL(Gap(lm ; ln )) accordingly. Note that, SampleL (Gap(lm ; ln )) consists of the
sentinels of the blocks in L.
Step 2.

p

p

In this step, we assume that N 0 < M 0 and we rank SampleL (Gap(lm ; ln )) in
SampleR (Cover(lm ; ln )). This ranking is done by the method in Lemma 11 in O(1)
bus cycles.
Step 3.
After the ranking in Step 2 is over, for every sentinel l
we

know BlockR
m,

the block of

p

p 2SampleL( Gap(lm; ln )),
N
elements in R in which l p should be ranked.
k

M

0

0

k

N0

Next, we determine all the sentinels in SampleL(Gap(lm ; ln )) ranked in BlockR
m in
the following way. After the ranking in Step 2 is over, each processor holding a sentinel
p 0 ) from its neighbor in the sample through a one-to-one
l p 0 gets rankS
R (l
i

N

(i+1)

N

communication. After this, a group of consecutive sentinels in SampleL(Gap(lm ; ln ))
which are ranked at the same block of SampleR (Cover (lm ; ln )) can be determined.
We consider two cases depending on whether a single sentinel or multiple sentinels
from SampleL(Gap(lm ; ln )) are ranked in the same block of SampleR (Cover (lm ; ln )).
Case i. In this case, only one sentinel l p 0 in SampleL(Gap(lm ; ln )) is ranked in
k

p

k

N

p to all the processors in BlockRm
N
p
and the processors in BlockR
m determine rankR (lk N ). This takes O(1) bus cycles.
p ) in BlockRn in a similar way. Note that, the elements
We determine rankR (l
N
k
p )) are the elements in
succ(rankR (l p )); : : : ; rankR (l
Cover(l p ;
N
k N
k
k N
p ).
l
N
k
p ) must be
It follows from Lemma 5 that all the elements in Gap(l p ; l
k N
k
N
p ).
ranked either at rankR (l p ) or among the elements in Cover(l p ; l
k N
k N
k
pN )
Similarly, it follows from Lemma 8 that all the elements in Cover (l p ; l
k
N
p ). Hence kweNrecursively
must be ranked at the elements in Gap(l p ; l
call
k N
k
N
p
p
p
;l
) and elements in Cover(l
;
our algorithm with elements in Gap(l
k N
k N
k
N
p
l
). In this recursive call, all the elements from L are within a block of size
pk N
p ) and the elements
N . The processors holding the elements in Gap(l p ; l
k N
k
p ) participate in this recursive call. N
in Cover(l p ; l
k N
k
N
Case ii. In this case, multiple sentinels l p ; : : : ; l p are ranked in BlockR
m . In
j N
k N
p
p
) and then rankR (l
) are determined by broadtwo bus cycles, first rankR (l
j N
k N
p
p
and then l
to all the processors in BlockR
casting first l
m . We then recurj N
k N
sively call our algorithm with the elements in Gap(l p ; l p ) and the elements in
j N
k N
Cover(l p ; l p ). Note that, all the elements from R are within a block of size
p j N k N
BlockR
m . The processor holding l

N

0
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M in this recursive call.

These two types of recursive calls are illustrated in Figure 2.

0

BlockL
k

lkpN

lj pN
I

l(k+1)pN

L

II

R
BlockR
m

BlockR
n

Figure 2. The two types of recursive calls are indicatedpby I and II. In the first type,
the elements from R are within the same block ofpsize M 0 . In the second type, the
elements from L are within the same block of size N 0 .
Note that, the inputs to each level of recursion are disjoint subsets of processors
holding elements of L and R and hence all the one-to-one communication, broadcasting
and multiple multicasting operations at each level of recursion for each of the subproblems can be done simultaneously in parallel.
Once the recursive calls return, an element li 2 L knows rankR (li ) and it knows
rankL (li ) since L is already sorted. Hence the processor holding li can compute rank(li )
and sends li to the processor with index rank(li ) through a one-to-one communication.
This can be done in one bus cycle. Similarly the overall rank of each element in R can
be computed and the elements can be sent to the appropriate processors. Hence each
processor Pi will hold the ith element in L [ R after the merging algorithm terminates.
This concludes the description of our merging algorithm.
Lemma 12. The merging algorithm terminates in O(log log N ) bus cycles with all the
elements of L ranked in R and all the elements of R ranked in L.
Proof.
p (sketch)
p Suppose in the ith level of recursion, each block in L and R is of size
N and M respectively. Suppose, the input to one of the recursive calls at the (i +
1)th level of recursion are the elements in two groups of processors GL from L and
GR from R. From
of the algorithm, p
it is clear that either GL is within
p the description
R
a block of size N or G is within a block of size M . Hence, due to this recursive
call, at the (i + 1)th level of recursion, either we get new blocks of size N 1=p4 in L or we
get new blocks of size M 1=4 in Rp. This gives a recurrence of : T (N ) = T ( N ) + O(1)
or a recurrence of : T (M ) = T ( M ) + O(1), since each level of recursion takes O(1)
bus cycles. Hence, the recursion stops after 2 log log N levels and all the elements in L
and R are ranked at that stage.
2.3 The sorting algorithm
Phase 1. Initially, each processor in an N processor LARPBS holds one element from
the input. The complete LARPBS with N processors is recursively divided in this phase.

Consider a subarray with processors Pi ; Pi+1 ; : : : ; Pj to be divided into two equal
parts. Each processor writes a 1 in one of its registers and a prefix computation is done
to renumber the processors from 1 to j i. Now, the last prefix sum is broadcast to
all the processors and the processor with index b(j + i)=2c splits the bus to divide the
original subarray into two subarrays of equal size. This process is repeated for all the
subarrays recursively until each subarray contains only one processor and one element
which is trivially sorted. This phase can be completed in O(log N ) bus cycles.
Phase 2. The merging is done in this phase using the algorithm in Section 2.2. In the
generic merging step, a pair of adjacent subarrays of equal size merge their elements to
form a larger subarray of double the size. Each subarray participating in this pairwise
merging first renumber its processors starting from 1 and then the merging algorithm is
applied. At the end, processor Pi ; 1  i  N in the original array holds the element
with rank i from the input set.
Since there are O(log N ) levels in the recursion and the merging at each level can be
performed in O(log log N ) bus cycles, the overall algorithm takes O(log N log log N )
bus cycles and hence O(log N log log N ) time since each bus cycle takes O(1) time.
Theorem 1. N elements can be sorted in O(log N log log N ) deterministic time on an
LARPBS with N processors.
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